Compulsive-like effects of repeated administration of quinpirole on drinking behavior in rats.
We have previously reported that repeated administrations of quinpirole, a D2/D3 dopamine receptor agonist, facilitate instrumental behavior in rats given the choice between operant and free access to water (contrafreeloading: CFL). The goal of the present study was to investigate the effects of repeated daily administrations of quinpirole (0.5 mg/kg i.p.) on the appetitive versus the consummatory component of water-reinforced behavior, under two experimental conditions. Under one condition, the rats were given access to tap water according to an FR3 schedule of reinforcement. Under the second condition, the rats were given the choice between operant and free access to water. Five major findings were obtained. First, acutely quinpirole suppressed operant behavior and, therefore, water intake for at least 1h. Second, upon repeated administrations tolerance developed to the suppressant effect of quinpirole on instrumental behavior but only to a lesser extent to the antidipsic effect, dissociating the appetitive from the consummatory components of water-reinforced behavior. Third, in CFL conditions quinpirole induced a progressively larger preference for the operant access. Fourth, even when the rats were given the choice between free access to highly palatable saccharine (0.05 or 0.01%) solutions and operant access to tap water, quinpirole shifted the animals towards the operant access. Fifth, repeated quinpirole produced lasting consequences on drinking behavior, since after rehydration and under drug-free conditions quinpirole-pretreated rats ingested larger amounts of water than control rats. In conclusion, the repeated activation of D2/D3 receptors appears to induce the rats to perseverate in performing needless instrumental behavior.